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Key selling points
• This is the third and final instalment in the compelling
Isabella of Angoulême: The Tangled Queen trilogy.

•

A historical novel set during thirteenth-century England
and France which will captivate lovers of historical
fiction.

•

Immerse yourself in a book full of passion, politics and
power – will Isabella succeed in her quest to claim her
place in France?

About the book

The thirteenth century is a chaotic time of struggle for the
mastery of France and England. A very young king on each
throne. Precarious power for each one.
Isabella of Angoulême, the new wife of the powerful Hugh
Lusignan, is as ambitious, proud and as wilful as ever. In England
her son Henry III, looks longingly to the lands in France that his
father lost. Can he reclaim them? Will his mother help him? Her
plans and schemes never cease as she builds alliances to bring
her new family power and territory.
The Tangled Queen Part 3 is the final story of her determination
to claim her place in France at last, to be seen as a queen at all
times. Who will stop her? Who can stop her? She will not be
thwarted.
About the author

Since 1997 Erica Lainé has lived in south west France where she
became interested in all sorts of historical research and writing as
President of the Aquitaine Historical Society. This led to a focus
on Isabella of Angoulême and her life and times. The Aquitaine
region is rich in English and French history and Isabella was
woven into both.

Will Isabella’s
schemes succeed?
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